Robust Quantification of Phosphodiesterase-4D in Monkey Brain with PET and $^{11}$C-Labeled Radioligands That Avoid Radiometabolite Contamination
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Phosphodiesterase-4D (PDE4D) has emerged as a significant target for treating neuropsychiatric disorders, but no PET radioligand currently exists for robustly quantifying human brain PDE4D to assist biomedical research and drug discovery. A prior candidate PDE4D PET radioligand, namely $[^{11}\text{C}]$T1650, failed in humans because of poor time stability of brain PDE4D-specific signal (indexed by total volume of distribution), likely due to radiometabolites accumulating in brain. Its nitro group was considered to be a source of the brain radiometabolites. Thus, a highly important prerequisite for quantifying brain imaging targets is that PET radioligands should be free of radiometabolite contamination.

Consisting of 11 families, cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterases are enzymes that degrade major secondary messengers, such as adenosine monophosphate and cyclic guanosine monophosphate. Therefore, phosphodiesterases play critical roles in various physiologic processes such as cell growth, metabolism, inflammation, and apoptosis (3-4). Phosphodiesterase-4 (PDE4) specifically hydrolyzes cyclic adenosine monophosphate and has 4 subtypes (A, B, C, and D) that are highly conserved in their catalytic domains (4). PDE4 inhibitors have become of interest for the potential treatment of neuropsychiatric disorders, such as clinical depression and cognitive impairment (5-9). However, nausea and emesis quickly emerged as intolerable side effects in the early development of rolipram, a subtype-nonselective PDE4 inhibitor, as a potential antidepressant drug. These side effects have been ascribed to low selectivity for binding among the different PDE4 subtypes and have provided impetus for developing subtype-selective PDE4 inhibitors (10-12). In particular, inhibitors selective for phosphodiesterase-4D (PDE4D; i.e., PDE4D7-S129D, a dimeric isoform of PDE4D that contains a UCR1 mutation [S129D] that mimics protein kinase A phosphorylation [in our earlier publications, half-maximal effective concentrations were described as $IC_{50}$ values]) are being developed as cognition enhancers and as drugs for the treatment of fragile X syndrome (clinical trial phase III) (13-16). A PET radioligand for imaging and quantifying PDE4D in human brain could therefore become a valuable tool for biomedical research and drug development.

Recently, significant advances have been made on developing radioligands for imaging phosphodiesterases across families 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 10 (4,17,18). Typically, PDE4 is imaged in human subjects with PET using the subtype-nonselective radioligand $[^{11}\text{C}]$(R)-rolipram (19-21). A PDE4B-prefering PET radioligand, code-named $[^{18}\text{F}]$PF-06445974, has recently been developed and evaluated in human subjects (22,23). However, there is so far no PDE4D-selective radioligand for robust quantitative PET imaging of this subtype in human brain. Earlier, we explored several chemotypes as PDE4D inhibitors and potential PET radioligands. Four compounds with alloxpyridinyl cores were selected and then successfully labeled with cyclotron-produced $^{11}$C (half-time, 20.4 min) for PET imaging of PDE4D in monkey brain (24). Among these four, the most promising candidate radioligand, $[^{11}\text{C}]$T1650 (Fig. 1), failed in subsequent human PET experiments. Total volume of distribution ($V_T$) measurements showed time instability that impeded the robust measurements of PDE4D
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density. An accumulation of radiometabolites in brain, originating from either brain or periphery, was likely responsible for this instability (24). Thus, further structural changes to T1650 were deemed to be necessary to obtain a successful PDE4D radioligand.

Thereafter, we embarked on a medicinal chemistry campaign to study structure–activity relationships for PDE4D inhibitory potency around T1650 as the lead compound. The efficiency of this campaign was enhanced by the discovery of an empirical equation that was able to describe and predict PDE4D half-maximal effective concentrations from 2-dimensional structures composed of 4 substructure fragments (25). We hypothesized that the reduction of the nitro group in [11C]T1650 might be a source of radiometabolites in human brain. From this preceding structure–activity relationship study, we herein selected 5 high-affinity PET selective inhibitors with no nitro group (Fig. 1) to be labeled in the methoxy position with 11C and to be compared as PET radioligands in monkeys. These inhibitors are encoded JMJ-81, JMJ-129, JMJ-168, JMJ-169, and JMJ-182, which correspond to inhibitors 9, 5, 43, 30, and 49, respectively, in our prior publication (25).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The experimental details can be found in the supplemental data (supplemental materials are available at http://jnm.snmjournals.org) (24–36).

RESULTS

PET Radioligand Candidacy

Table 1 summarizes key physicochemical and pharmacologic properties (adapted from our previous work (25)) for the 5 selected PDE4D inhibitors with respect to PET radioligand candidacy (37). All 5 inhibitors have high scores of multiparameter optimization for central nervous system PET radioligands (26) for predicted high efficacy, higher affinity for PDE4D (half-maximal effective concentration, 1.1–2.7 nM) than T1650 (half-maximal effective concentration, 3.5 nM) for potentially high specific binding, very high selective binding to PDE4D over PDE4B, and moderate calculated lipophilicities expected to be conducive to good blood–brain barrier permeability. All 5 inhibitors carry an aryl methoxy group, which we considered to be amenable to labeling with 11C (half-time, 20.4 min) and which is often (but not always) a favored labeling site for avoiding troublesome radiometabolites (38).

Off-target binding activities against a panel of G-protein–coupled receptors and other binding sites (a total of 46 receptor and sites) were tested in vitro by the National Institute of Mental Health Psychoactive Drug Screening Program (39) for JMJ-81, JMJ-129, JMJ-168, and JMJ-169. The results did not reveal any high binding affinities (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2). The most potent hit in the panel was translocator protein 18 kDa for both JMJ-81 and JMJ-129. The inhibition constants are 1,819 nM and 1,392 nM, respectively, which are insignificant compared with the strong binding affinities for PDE4D.

Radiochemical Syntheses, Purifications, and Formulations of Radioligands

Hydroxy precursors (1–5) were synthesized for the preparation of the radioligands (Supplemental Scheme 1). These precursors were fully characterized and over 95% pure on analytic high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) (Supplemental Figs. 1–25). As shown in Figure 2, the synthesized respective hydroxy precursor (selected as appropriate from 1 to 5) was treated with no-carrier-added [11C]iodomethane (28), followed by rapid separation with reversed-phase HPLC. Separation conditions are summarized in Supplemental Tables 3 and 4. Each isolated radioligand was formulated in ethanol-saline (1:10 v/v) for intravenous injection into monkeys for PET imaging. All radioligands were obtained in good radiochemical yields with high molar activities (>269 GBq/μmol, Supplemental Table 5) and high radiochemical purities (>99.4%, Supplemental Table 6). Radioligand identities were confirmed by coinjection with matching reference inhibitor onto analytic radio-HPLC and by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry/mass spectrometry–mass spectrometry of residual carrier after radioactive decay. Supplemental Figures 26–35 show the representative HPLC radiochromatograms and mass spectrometry spectra. All formulated radioligand solutions were chemically and radiochemically stable for at least 1 h at room temperature on radio-HPLC analysis. The lipophilicities of the radioligands were also measured (Table 1) and considered conducive for good blood–brain barrier permeability (26,38).

Comparison of Candidate Radioligands for PET Imaging of Monkey Brain

As shown in Figure 3A, after intravenous injection of [11C]JMJ-81 at baseline, whole-brain radioactivity rapidly peaked at 3.2 SUV after 7 min and then decreased slowly to 1.3 SUV at 120 min. In another experiment, rolipram (0.5 mg/kg) was administrated as a blocking agent to the same monkey at 5 min before [11C]JMJ-81. The time–activity curve for whole brain peaked earlier and higher and then dropped more quickly than at baseline. This difference indicated the presence of high PDE4-specific binding in the baseline experiment. The radiometabolite-corrected arterial input functions for [11C]JMJ-81 in both experiments (Fig. 3B) show that unchanged [11C]JMJ-81 cleared rapidly from arterial plasma, with little difference between experiments. Compartmental modeling corrects for the difference in blood flow and exposure of the brain to unchanged radioligand under baseline and blocked conditions by calculating VT, a measure of total binding (specific and nondisplaceable) (36). VT values from 2-tissue-compartment modeling for whole brain and selected brain regions at 90 min after injection of [11C]JMJ-81 (Fig. 3C) showed clear decreases from baseline VT values after blocking of PDE4D with rolipram, thereby confirming the presence of high proportion of specific binding at baseline. The same experimental conditions were repeated in a second monkey with similar results (Supplemental Fig. 36), except that the rolipram dose was reduced from 0.5 to 0.2 mg/kg to avoid any potential for emetic side effect. The other 4 radioligands also
showed specific binding to PDE4 in the brain with a rolipram dose of 0.2 mg/kg (Supplemental Figs. 37–40).

Furthermore, the whole-brain nondisplaceable binding volume of distribution ($V_{ND}$) and specific-to-nondisplaceable ratio ($BP_{ND}$) were assessed with a Lassen plot (33,40) using the regional $V_T$ values from the above baseline and blocked studies. In the 2 $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 monkeys, acceptable receptor occupancies with rolipram were reached (92% with 0.5 mg/kg and 65% with 0.2 mg/kg) and correlation coefficients ($R^2$) were high (0.996 and 0.874, respectively) so as to give reliable results (Fig. 4A). Receptor occupancies of $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 were 93% ($R^2 = 0.996$) and 74% ($R^2 = 0.941$) (Fig. 4B). Similarly, brain $V_{ND}$ and $BP_{ND}$ values were also assessed for the other 3 radioligands (Supplemental Fig. 4I). To allow comparison of the 5 radioligands, the measured plasma free fraction, $V_{ND}$, and $BP_{ND}$ were summarized in Table 1. Plasma free fraction was highest for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-169 (8.4%) and lowest for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-182 (2.9%), which can be largely explained by their relative lipophilicities (41). $V_{ND}$ was similar across the 5 radioligands, ranging from 3.3 to 5.3. The highest average $BP_{ND}$ was observed for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 (1.7) and $[^{11}C]$JMJ-169 (1.4). A moderate average $BP_{ND}$ (0.9) was observed for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81, whereas the lowest average $BP_{ND}$ (0.5) was observed for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-168 and $[^{11}C]$JMJ-182. These values do not correlate well with the inhibitory potencies of the radioligands measured in vitro (Table 1), likely because $BP_{ND}$ is also influenced by nonspecific binding.

For robust PDE4D quantification, $V_T$ values should become stable with scan duration. Such time stabilization of $V_T$ is a strong indicator that the measured radioligand signal is free of contamination by radiometabolites and is therefore reliable. The $V_T$ values for whole brain, frontal cortex, and cerebellum for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 in 2 monkeys (Figs. 4C) plateaued within 90%–110% of the terminal value after 90 min of scanning. The curves for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 also stabilized after 90 min (Figs. 4D). By contrast, curves for the other 3 radioligands did not plateau after 90 min in either monkey, indicating possible accumulation of radiometabolites in brain (Supplemental Fig. 42). Therefore, $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 and $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 were considered worthy of further study.

### In Vivo Selectivity of Binding to PDE4D in Monkey Brain

Use of the pan-PDE4 inhibitor, rolipram, as a blocking agent provides evidence for binding of the radioligands to all PDE4s, not specifically to the 4D subtype. To test the selectivity of the binding of $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 and $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 to PDE4D in vivo, a PDE4D-selective inhibitor (BNP14770) (15) was also used. Much faster brain washout (Supplemental Fig. 43) and reduced whole-brain and regional $V_T$ values (Fig. 5A) were observed for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 and $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 after blockade of PDE4D with BNP14770 than at baseline. The $BP_{ND}$ values assessed from Lassen plots were 1.1 for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 and 2.0 for $[^{11}C]$JMJ-129 (Supplemental Fig. 43) and similar to those averaged from rolipram blocking experiments (0.9 and 1.7, respectively, Table 1). The $BP_{ND}$ value, as well as PET images (Figs. 5B), well
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**Table 1.** Physicochemical Properties, Pharmacologic Properties, and PET Imaging Parameters in Monkeys of 5 Selected PDE4D Radioligands and Previously Reported (24) PDE4D Ligand $[^{11}C]$T1650

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radioligand</th>
<th>CNS PET MPO</th>
<th>$EC_{50}$ (nM)</th>
<th>Selectivity ($B/D$)</th>
<th>cLog$D_{7.4}$</th>
<th>mLog$D_{7.4}$</th>
<th>$V_{ND}$</th>
<th>$BP_{ND}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$T1650</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>3.48</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>6.7 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$JMJ-81</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>521 ± 46</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>5.7 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$JMJ-129</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.01</td>
<td>1070 ± 14</td>
<td>793</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>5.8 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$JMJ-168</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>6.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$JMJ-169</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>593</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>8.4 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[^{11}C]$JMJ-182</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>3.28</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.9 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CNS PET MPO = multiparameter optimization value for central nervous system PET radioligand (estimated as in (26); $EC_{50}$ = half-maximal effective concentration; $B/D$ = ratio of $EC_{50}$ for PDE4B over that for PDE4D; cLog$D_{7.4}$ = computed lipophilicity for n-octanol/buffer solution distribution coefficient at pH 7.4; mLog$D_{7.4}$ = experimentally measured lipophilicity; $f_p$ = plasma free fraction; PDE4B = PDE4B–S133D, dimmer isofrm of PDE4B that contains CR1 mutation (S133D) that mimics protein kinase A phosphorylation.

Data for multiparameter optimization for central nervous system PET radioligand scoring (i.e., PDE4D $EC_{50}$, PDE4B $EC_{50}$, $B/D$, and cLog$D_{7.4}$) are sourced from our previous reports (24,25). Binding assays were repeated ($n = 2$) for JMJ-81 and JMJ-129. cLog$D_{7.4}$ values were calculated with Pallas software; mLog$D_{7.4}$ values were measured with radioligands ($n = 6$). Plasma free fraction was measured and averaged with monkey plasma ($n = 4$ or greater). $V_{ND}$ and $BP_{ND}$ were measured in 2 monkeys except in one monkey for $[^{11}C]$T1650, in which rolipram was used as blocking agent at 0.5 mg/kg for first monkey studied with $[^{11}C]$JMJ-81 and at 0.2 mg/kg for all other experiments.
demonstrated the selective binding of $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 to PDE4D in whole brain and frontal cortex, which is an important region for cognition.

**Study of Radiometabolites in Rats**

To evaluate the possibility of radiometabolite accumulation in brain, the stabilities of $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 were assessed in rats in vitro and ex vivo and compared with those of $^{11}$CJT1650 (24). All 3 radioligands were stable after incubation in vitro with whole blood and plasma for at least 30 min (Fig. 6A; Supplemental Fig. 44). However, when incubated with fresh brain homogenates, $^{11}$CJT1650 remained only 59% unchanged (Supplemental Fig. 45) (24) whereas $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 remained completely unchanged. Given their structures (Fig. 1), we consider that the absence of the nitro group likely increased the metabolic stabilities of the new radioligands, $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129, over that of $^{11}$CJT1650. All 3 radioligands showed appreciable proportions of radioactivity as radiometabolites in plasma and brain ex vivo at 30 min after intravenous injection (Fig. 6B; Supplemental Figs. 46 and 47) (24).

**Study of Radiometabolites in Monkey**

Because we found radiometabolites of $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 in rat brain, we more deeply investigated the possibility of radiometabolites in monkey brain. Exemplified with $^{11}$CJMJ-81, 2 plasma samples and 4 random regional brain samples were collected at 30 min after radioligand injection and analyzed with radio-HPLC. The results showed that although unchanged $^{11}$CJMJ-81 was only 22% of the total radioactivity in plasma, all radioactivity in brain (99% ± 0.7%) was unchanged $^{11}$CJMJ-81 (Fig. 6C). Thus, unlike rat brain, monkey brain was found not to accumulate radiometabolites to any significant extent. These findings affirm that $^{11}$CJMJ-81 provides robust measures of PDE4D in monkey brain that are free of contamination from radiometabolites.

**DISCUSSION**

The selectivity of our ligands to PDE4D over other PDE4 subtypes lies in a single phenylalanine residue in UCR2 of PDE4D (24,25). This UCR2 residue is unique to primates and is recognized for binding by our inhibitors. Unlike, the same position in PDE4A-C is occupied by a tyrosine residue and thus confers low affinity on our PDE4D inhibitors. In previous reports (13,15), PDE4B was demonstrated to be a good representative of PDE4A-C to test the pan-subtype selectivity for inhibitors with the same mechanism. Also, because UCR2 is unique to PDE4, PDE4-selective inhibitors were also selective over other PDE families (13). These results should apply to our ligands because they have similar structural skeletons and high selectivity to PDE4D over PDE4B. In addition, binding to 46 brain receptors and binding sites other than PDE families was tested for our ligands, and no significant off-target binding was found. Altogether, our ligands showed excellent selectivity for PDE4D in vitro.

Exploration of the PDE4D pharmacology of our inhibitors in mice would be futile because the critical residue in mouse PDE4D is also tyrosine, as in PDE4A-C (13,15). Monkey was therefore selected as the species for evaluation of our candidate PET radioligands. In addition, the size of monkey brain usefully allows comparison of PET signals from different brain regions and also allows derivation of $V_{ND}$. Of the 5 candidates, both $^{11}$CJMJ-129 and $^{11}$CJMJ-81 demonstrated high and moderate $B_{P,ND}$, good time stability, and good in vivo selectivity to PDE4D in monkey brain. A high $B_{P,ND}$ was also observed for $^{11}$CJMJ-169, but $V_{T}$ time stability was less favorable than for $^{11}$CJMJ-129 and $^{11}$CJMJ-81.

Ex vivo analysis of brain tissues detected radiometabolites of both $^{11}$CJMJ-129 and $^{11}$CJMJ-81 in rat brain. Given the high stability of $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 in rat brain in vitro, we conclude that the radiometabolites of $^{11}$CJMJ-81 and $^{11}$CJMJ-129 had only a peripheral origin. This likely differs
PDE4D does not bind these radioligands with any great affinity. It should be recalled that rodent brain radioactivity from [11C]T1650, whose radiometabolites in brain are suspected to originate from both brain and peripheral organs, as discussed previously (24). The level of radiometabolites from [11C]JMJ-81 was negligible in monkey brain. It is possible that rodent brain PDE4D does not bind these radioligands with any great affinity. Therefore, the radioactivity in rat brain is all nondisplaceable and therefore at a lower concentration than if there were PDE4D-specific binding. This renders the radiometabolites more noticeable—that is, as a higher proportion of total radioactivity than if there were additionally PDE4D-specific binding. Moreover, we observed that radiochromatographic profiles were very different between rat and monkey plasma. For example, at 30 min after injection, [11C]JMJ-81 and [11C]JMJ-129 have higher proportions of radioactivity as unchanged radioligand in monkey plasma than in rat plasma (Supplemental Figs. 47 and 48), suggesting that [11C]JMJ-81 and [11C]JMJ-129 metabolize more quickly in rats than in primates. For [11C]JMJ-81, a moderately lipophilic radiometabolite fraction was found to elute on reversed-phase HPLC between the early eluting polar radiometabolites and unchanged radioligand in rat, monkey, and human plasma (Supplemental Fig. 48) (24). This fraction was comparatively negligible in monkey plasma over time for both [11C]JMJ-81 and [11C]JMJ-129 (Supplemental Fig. 49). Thus, there is a marked species difference in metabolism for these 2 radioligands. This explains why lipophilic radiometabolite accumulation for [11C]JMJ-81 in monkey brain was negligible, in accord with the observed time stability of monkey brain $V_t$ values. Given the high [11C]JMJ-81 and [11C]JMJ-129 structural similarity, radiometabolite accumulation in monkey brain should also be negligible for [11C]JMJ-129. In all, [11C]JMJ-81 and [11C]JMJ-129 are both worthy of further evaluation in human subjects. [11C]JMJ-129 is proposed for first evaluation because it gives the higher signal-to-background ratio (higher BP
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